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The purpose of this paper is to obtain conditions for the almost-certain 
asymptotic stability of linear systems with piecewise constant coefficients 
and for linear systems in which the coefficients are metrically transitive 
stationary processes. 
In Section 1 we shall extend the results in [I] and in Section 2 we shall 
give a generalization of a result in [3]. 
1. SYSTEMS WITH PIECEWISE CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
Given a matrix A(U) = 11 ~~,~(w)ll, i,j = 1,2,..., n, with Q(W) integrable 
functions, we call the mean value of matrix A(w), the matrix M(A(w)) = 
11 Mu,,~(w)~~, i j = 1, 2 ,..., n, where k$Jw) = J,a&w)P(dw). We shall say 
that two matrices A(w) = I/ CZ~,~(W)~~, B(w) = 11 bi,(w)ll with Q(W) and b,(w) 
square-integrable functions, are not correlated if, for every i and j, the 
random variables U,(W) and b,(w) are not correlated [2]; that is 
M(u,(w) S,(W)) = [Mu,(w)][M~~~(w)]. Let AR(w), k E N (where N is the 
set of positive integers) be a sequence of matrices, whose elements are 
random variables. 
Let t,(w), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be an increasing sequence of random variables 
with to(w) = 0 and limn+-m n t (w) = 03 for every w E E. We define the matrix 
A(t, w), t E [0, co), w E E by 
A(& w) = A,(w) 
Consider the system 
if t,-,(w) < t < t?&). (1) 
dx/dt = qt, w)x (System I) 
where the matrix A(t, W) is defined by Eq. (1). Given the initial point 
t* E [0, co) and the random variable X*(W), we define the solution of System I 
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for these initial conditions to be the function x : [t’, 00) x E -+ R” given by: 
x(t, w) = exp[Ak+I(W)(t - t*)] x*(w) if &c(w) < t* < t -==c b+,(w) 
x(t, w) = expL%+dw)(t - t&N1 evlXn(~)M~) - t,.&Nl 
--- expL%+dw)(tk+dw) - t*)l x*(w) 
if n>k+l and &2(w) G t < tn+l(w) 
In the above expressions, k and n depend on t, t*, and w. For every w E E, 
x(t, w) is continuous and we have 
ix(t*, w) = x*(w), 
v = A(t, w) x(t, w) for t # t,(w), n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) For every t E [0, co), the matrix A(t, W) is measurable 
(that is its elements are measurable functions). 
(b) For every t* E [0, co) and t > t*, x(t, W) is measurable. 
Proof. Let 
t E LO, a), 44 CJJ) = II pi&, w> II , i,j = 1, 2 ,... n, 
44 = II &4 II 9 i,j=1,2 ,... &KEN. 
Let aER and 
A,, = (w, a& w) < 4, 
A: = (w, c.&(w) < a}, 
B,-, = (w, h&) Q t < b(w)>. 
Since Afj and Bkml are measurable sets, we obtain from the equality 
Acj = u;P=i (Afj n B,-,) that the set Aisj is measurable, which proves (a). 
Let t* E [0, co) and t E [t’, co). Let 
We have 
x(t, w) = [iQ(t, w) ,..., q(t, w) ,..., x,(t, w)]‘. 
%(C w, = bfc+l(w) for t&J) G t* < t < tk+l(w)* 
46 w) = c;+,+J> for n > k + 1, t,,(w) < t < t,+,(w), 
where b:+l(w) and c~+~(w) are measurable functions for every i, k, n. 
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Let a E R and put 
Ai = (w, xt(t, W) < a}, 
BI, = {w, b(w) < t* S t =c b+&~)>, 
G = b, 4&J) < t < tn+,w>, 
Di,k+l = 6% Gc+1(4 < 4, 
G.n+1 = G% 4+1b) -=c 4, 
Bk = {w, tk(w) < t* < tk+&J)). 
The sets B, , C, , Di,k+l , Ci,++i , & are measurable. 
We get 
4 = [ fi (Bk n Do.,,)] u [ 6 U 
k=O k-On> k+l 
0% n G.n+l n Bk)] 
We conclude from this equality that Ai is measurable for every 1 < i < n 
and thus xi(t, W) is measurable for every 1 < i < n and t E [t’, co). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there is S C E, P(S) = 1 such that 
(1) 1 Ak(~)I <L for all w E S and h EN.’ 
(2) Ti(W) < GJ), ie N, w E S, lirnlaao3 (1 I4 CL WGJ)~~)) = 4 
where T{(W) = ti(w) - tdel(w), 0( w is s ) qu are-integrable and the matrix B is 
stable. 
(3) FOY i # j, the matrices TEAM and T,(w)A~(w) are not correlated. 
(4) For ewery w E S and, n, m EN, we hawe A,(w)&(w) = A,(w)A,(w). 
Under these conditions the zero solution of System I is almost surely asymptotically 
stable. 
Proof. 1. We show first that if A, and A, are two matrices and A, is 
stable, then there is K > 0 and 01 > 0 so that 
1 e(R~+Aa)t 1 < Ke-et ,+alt for every t E [O, a) (2) 
Indeed, the matrix A, being stable, there is K > 0 and OL > 0 such that 
IeAltI <Ke-ut for all t E [O, a) 
Consider the system 
* For a vector x the norm I x 1 is defined by (C x#/* and the matrix norm I A I 
is defined by 1 A / = SU~(./<~ 1 Ax I. 
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We have 
s 
t 
&+A,)t = eAlt + &,(t-3) A2e(A,+A,b ds. 
0 
Hence 
t 1 &%+b)t 1 < Kepclt + K s e-“(t-8) [ A, 1 1 e(4+4)s 1 ds. 
0 
According to Gronwall’s lemma, we have 
2. Let 
for all t E [0, co]. 
4&J) = II 4(w) II 9 i, j = 1, 2,... n. 
From Condition (3) we conclude that for every k # Z, T~(w)&w) and 
T,(u)uE~(u) are not correlated, and from Conditions (I), and (2) we conclude 
that 
a!(~&) U:(W))” < Kl for all KEN 
Since M[T,(w)u~~(w) - M(T~(w)&w)] = 0, it follows by the law of large 
numbers [2], that, with probability 1, 
Hence, there is D C E with P(D) = 1 so that for every w E D, we have 
From Condition (2) there results limnGm (l/n) CbI Q(w)A~(w) = B, for 
COED. 
3. Consider the initial conditions t* and X*(W). Let w E D n 5’. For some k, 
&(w) < t’ < tk+r(w). Let t > t* be such that t,(w) < t < t,+,(w), n > k + 1. 
We have 
x(t, W) = exp[A,+&)(t - k(w))1 expL%(~Pw~~) - Ldw))l 
0-f expLb+dw)(tt+&) - t*)l x*(w). 
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From Condition (4) it follows that we can write 
x(t, W) = exp [%gl 7&> A(w)] exp [ - gl 4~) A&J)] 
Hence 
x ev P%+&J) @k(w) - t*>l exp b%+h) (t - G4w)l x*(w). 
I x(6 W) I < 1 exp [i T&J) A&J)] 1 j exp [ - i T&l A(w)] ! 
i-l i-l 
x exp I-W* - b&~Nl exp [W - GJ))I I r*(w) I . 
Let B,(w) = (l/n) CT-1 TV&; thus limn+,, ] B,(W) - B 1 = 0. We can 
write 
I x(t, W> I < I exp [@L(W) - B) + 4 I 1 exp [ - 2 dw> A&J)] 1 
i=l 
x exp W* - GJNI exp F~n+lb)l I x*(w) I . 
Since B is stable, it follows from Eq. (2) that 
1 exp[n(B,(w) - B) + nB] I < Ke-~~ exp[Knl B,(W) - B I]. 
Since limn-tm I B,(W) - B I = 0, there exists n(w) such that for every 
n 3 n(u) we have I B,(W) - B I < (4289. Hence, for every 71 3 n(w), 
1 x(t, W) 1 < Ke(mL/2)n 1 exp [- $i Ti(W) -Uw)] j 
x exp [L(t* - tk(w))] eLe(w) 1x*(w) I . 
Thus lim,, ) x(t, w)] = 0 f or w E D n S and the theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. In [I], it is assumed that the initial conditions are constant, 
and that A,(wJ A,(w,) = A,(wJ A,(w,) for all m, n E N and wi , w2 E E. 
Certain conditions are also imposed which implying Condition (3) of 
Theorem 1. 
Furthermore, in [I] the distributions of the elements of matrix Ak(w) are 
supposed not to depend on k, which implies M(A,(w)) = const = A, and 
A is assumed to be stable. It follows that the theorem of [I] becomes trivial 
in the case when A,(w) and t,(w) are constants, that is, A,(w) = A,, 
t,,(w) = t, for all w E E, whereas, in that case our theorem 1 is not trivial; 
the condition that the matrix B = lim,,, (l/n) zrXl T,A{ be stable, can be 
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satisfied even if, for an infinite set of indices i, the matrix Ai has eigenvalues 
with positive real parts. 
We shall now prove three theorems which do not depend 071 Condition (4) 
of Theorem 1. We say that matrices A,(w) are equally P-stable if there is 
01 > 0 so that 
+, A,O~y )) Re h < - 201, for all n E N) = 1. .w 
THEOREM 2. If (1) A,(w) are equally P-stable and TV > 0, almost 
everywhere, 0 being a sujZently large constant; 
(2) / A,(w)/ <L, almost everywhere, for every n E N; 
then (a) the zero solution of system I is exponentially stable in the mean; 
(b) the zero solution of system I is almost surely asymptotically stable. 
Proof. There is a set S C I?, such that P(S) = 1, and for every w E S, 
maxhco(A,(wJj Re X < -201, for all n E N, 0 < T,(W) and ) A,(w)] <L for all 
n E N. According to a lemma of Levinson and Levin [4], there exist K > 1, 
such that 1 &n(w)t ) <Ke-otforeverynENtEIO,co)andwES.LetwES. 
From 
x(t, ~1 = exd?L+dw)(t - t*)lx*(w) for t&J) < t* < t < 2Jc+1(w); 
x(t, w) = expPL+dw)(t - tnb))l expel% ~dw>l 
*a* exp[Ak+l(w)(tk+l(w) - t*)l x*(w) 
for n>h+l and 4%(w) < t < t,+,(w); 
it follows that 
1 x(t, W) < Kexp[--m(t - t*)] I X*(W)/ if tk(w) d t* < t < t,+,(w) 
and 
1 x(t, UJ)~ < Kn++l exp[--ol(t - t’)] I x*(w)I if n 2 R + 1, 
t,(w) G t < tn+l(w)- 
Butforn>k+ 1,wehave 
t - t* 3 t,(w) - t,+,(w) 2 (n - h - l)& 
) x(t, w)I <K2Kn-k-1 exp{[(-a/2)O](n - h - 1)) exp[(--or/2)(t -t*)] I X*(W)]. 
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If we take 8 3 2 In K/ar then K exp[( -a/2)0] < 1, and thus 
I x(t, w)I < K2 exp[(--(uP)(t - t*)l I x*(w)1 
for 1 > t* and w E S. From this inequality we conclude that the zero solution 
of system I is almost surely asymptotically stable, and from 
j, 1 x(4 0) 1’ P(dw) = J 
s 
1 x(t, w) I2 P(dw) < K4e-lrctdt*) j, 1 X*(W) I2 P(dw) 
it follows that the zero solution of system I is exponentially stable in the mean. 
The theorem is proved. If the matrices A,(w) are of the form 
I, being the unity matrix, then we have 
THEOREM 3. Zf (1) B,(w) are equally P-stable, 1 B,(w)1 <L almost 
ewerywhere, 1 at(w)1 < a(w), a.s., 0 < 7 < TV < T(W), almost everywhere, 
where a(~) and T(W) are square-integrable functions; 
(2) for i # j ,cY~(w) TV and aj(~)~j(~) are uncorrelated; 
where the constants y > 0 and K > 1 depend on the (B,(w)); then, the zero 
solution of system Z is almost surely asymptotically stable. 
Proof. From Condition (1) it follows that there is S C E, K > 1 and 
y > 0, such that P(S) = 1, and for every w E S we have I ai( < a(w), 
7 < TV < T(W) and I esncwJt I < K e-yt for every t E [0, co) and n E N. 
Since ai Ti(W) and aj(w) T,(W) are uncorrelated and hf(oli(w) Ti(W))” < Kl 
for all i E N, then by the law of large numbers, almost everywhere (a.e.), 
Hence, by Condition (3), there is D C E such that P(D) = 1 and 
!E + g ‘Ai Ti(W) = /3 (w ED). 
r=1 
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LetwEDnS.Forn&k+l,wehave 
44 ~1 = exp {[oln+l(w) I+ k+~b)I (f - Gdw))> exp Uk&> I+ &&J)I 5&N 
X *-a exp {bb+h~) I+ &+d~)l &&J) - t*>> x*(w) 
= exP E%a+&J)(t - &z(w)) + 4~) T,(W) + *** + %+l(w)(tk+l(w) - t*)l 
x exp I&+&J) (t - 4dwNl exp B&J) +J>I 
x *-* exp P&+&J) (tk+h~-~) - 01 x*(w) 
= exp [il 4~) T&J)] exp [ - il dW> +J)] 
Let 
x exp CQ+&J) (t7&> - 01 exp h+dw> (t - 4dwNl 
x exp [%+h~) (t - 4h))l *** exp P%+dw) @k+d~) - t*>l x*(w). 
kc&J) = ; t1 %(W) +J>. 
Then 
1 x(6 W) 1 < en’ exP En 1 I%&‘) - p 11 exP [- $I dW> h)] 
X exp [olk+i(w) (&(w) - t’)] exp [a(w) T(U)] Kn-k+l 
x exp [ - y(t - t*)] 1 x*(w) I . 
Since lim,,, ] &B,(w) - /3 1 = 0 there exists n(o) such that for every n > n(w), 
I,&(w) - p 1 < $7 where 7 = -(/I - yT + ln K). Since 
t - t* > (n - k - l)T, 
we have exp[--y(t - t’)] < exp[-(n - k - l)~r]. Hence, 
I x(t, u> I 
< K exP [y(k + 1) 7 + do> T(W) - i %(w> T&> + %+&> (G(w) - fi] 
2=1 
x exp MB + 4 rl + ln K - ~41 I x*(w) I . 
But/i + ln K - 3/T + Q? = --TV; therefore 1 x(t, w)I < K,(t*, w) e(-n/2)‘J/ x*(w)1 
for every n > n(w). Hence lim,,, 1 x(t, w)[ = 0 for every w E D n S, and the 
theorem is proved. In the following, we shall write A,(w) = maxA,,(An(,jj Re A. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose (1) I A,(w)] <L, as.; and 0 < r < TV < T(W), 
as., where T(U) is a square-summablefunction. 
(2) For i #j, Xi(w) TV and &( w 7 w are uncorrelated and T*(W) and ) j( ) 
Tj(w) are uncorrelated. 
and there exists E > 0 such that c1 + ~8 - &ET + In K < 0, where K depends 
on E and {A,(w)}. Then the zero solution of System I is almost surely asymp- 
totically stable. 
Proof. Let B,(w) = A,(w) - [A,(U) + ~11. From Condition (1) it 
follows that there is S C E, with P(S) = 1 such that j B,(w)] < K,(E, L) for 
every w E S, n EN. Since maxAE,c,+,jj Re h < --E for every II EN, by the 
lemma of Levinson and Levin we have 
1 eB+jt / < K(E, L) e(--E/2)t for all t E [O, co). 
From Condition (2) and the law large number, 
a.e., 
and 
a.e. 
Taking into account Condition (3), we have with probability 1 
$2 $ i T&“) [h,(W) + l ] = 01 + Es. 
I=1 
By the same reasoning as in the previous theorem, for 
%&J) = h&J) + E> y  = g,, p = cd + ES, 
we conclude that, if there exists E > 0 such that 
then the zero solution of System I is almost sure asymptotically stable. 
Remark 2. If  the sequence ti(w) is deterministic (that is ti(w) = ti for 
i E N, w E E), then Condition (2) of Theorem 4 reduces to the condition 
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that for i # j, hi(w) and hi(w) b e uncorrelated. This condition is satisfied if 
the matrices k&(w) and Aj(w) are independent, that is, if the set of elements 
of matrix A,(w) is independent of the set of elements of matrix Aj(w). 
Indeed, since hi(w) and hj( w are continuous functions of the elements of ) 
the matrices Ai and Aj(w), respectively, it follows that [6] hi(w) and &(i(w) 
are independent, hence [2] uncorrelated. 
Remark 3. It is possible to obtain effective estimates for K(L, c). 
We shall present an application of Theorem 4. Consider the system 
dx l=x 
dt ’ 
dx 
--Jf = a(t, w) x1 + 2&, w) x, 9 (System II) 
where a(t, W) = ak(w), b(t, w) = b,(w) for t,-,(w) < t < t*(w), +(uJ) and 
b*(w) being measurable functions. 
We shall prove that if: 
(1) ( u,(w)] <L a.e.; 1 b,(w)] <L a.e.; 0 < 7 < TV < T(W) a.e., T(W) 
being function of summable square; 
(2) bn2(a) + U,(W) -=z 0 a.e., for all ?1 EN; 
(3) For i # j, &(w) TV and bj( w 7 w are uncorrelated, and TV and ) j( ) 
Ti(W) are uncorrelated; 
(5) One of the following conditions is satisfied- 
(a) 6 - *T < fi-lj2, OL + /?1’2(8 - +T) + h-I 1/z < 0, /L? = 3L2 + 1, 
(b) 6 - + T  > p-l”, a + 1 + ln(2/3)l12 (6 - &-) < 0 
-then the zero solution of System II is almost surely asymptotically stable. 
Let 
We have 
x(6 w) = exp&%+dw)(t - C&JNI ~~~L%(~) ~&)l 
-*- exrVk+l(w)(tk+l(~) - t*)l x*(w) 
for n > k + 1, where 
A&) = (&.& 2&) 1 - 
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Let 
We have 
B,(w) = A,(w) - [h&J) + 4 
cos c,(~) t - $$ sin c,(w) t -A-- sin c,(w) t 
n Gsw) 
eA,(w)t = eb,ku)t 
> 
%bJ) - sin c,(w) t brdw) 
G&J> 
___ sin c,(w) t + c0S C,(w) t 
c&) 
where 
Since 
C&J> = [-(a,(~> + b,‘(w))Y2. 
i 
cos c,(~) t - -f$$ sin cm(w) t -!- sin c,(w) t 
n c&J) 
ei+nb)t = e-d 
%sw) - sin c,(w) t b,(w) 
en(w) cn(w> 
sin ~~(0) t + cos c,(w) t 
I3 
we have 
1 e%(w)t 1 < ctt 
[ 
2 cos2 C,(W) t + 2b9a2(w) T2Tiy) + ’ sin2 c,(w) t]l” 
n 
< e-St (2 + pt2)l12. 
But 
(2 + /3t2)/ect < 2/3/r2 for 0 < E < /!3”” and t 20. 
Hence / eBn(~)~ 1 < [(2#/2/~] e - ( c’2)t for all n E N and t E [0, co). Let 
f(c) = a + F(S - 3~) + ln[(2j3)1/2/c] 
(i) Suppose that Condition (a) is satisfied; 
we have 
f(/3l/“) = a + jP2(S - 4~) + In 2/2 < 0. 
(ii) Suppose that the Condition (b) is satisfied; 
for q, = (6 - $7)-l, the function f is minimum. We have 
f(qJ = a + 1 + 1n(2/I)l12 (S - +T) < 0, q) < p”” 
Hence, if the Condition (a) or (b) holds, then there is 0 < E < /PI2 such 
that f(c) < 0. From Theorem 4, it follows that we have with probability 1 
l.h.h 1 x(t, w) 1 = 0. 
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2. SYSTEMS WHOSE COEFFICIENTS ARE METRICALLY TRANSITIVE 
STATIONARY PROCESSES 
Consider the system 
dx/dt = A(w)x + B(t, w)x (System III). 
Suppose that there is SC E such that Z’(S) = 1 and 1 A(w)/ <L for all 
w E S and IM(( B(t, w)j) < co for every t E R. We say that the matrix 
B(t, w) = /I b&, w)ll i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n is a measurable, strictly stationary 
metrically transitive stochastic process, if for every i and j the stochastic 
process bii(t, w) is measurable, strictly stationary, and metrically transitive, 
respectively. Matrix A(w) is P-stable, if there exists 01 > 0 such that 
0(/l(w)) is the spectrum of A(w). 
THEOREM 5. If A(w) is P-stable, B(t, ) w is a measurable strictly stationary 
and metrically transitive stochastic process, and if 
M(I BP, w)lJ = WI WA w)ld < B 
wherep is a su#icientZy small constant and 1 B(0, w)ll = C&=, / b,,(O, w)\, then 
the zero solution of System III is almost surely asymptotically stable. 
Proof. Let x(t, W) be the solution of System III defined by the initial 
conditions t,, E [0, co) and x,,(w). We have 
x(t, w) = e A(d(t-to) x0@) + jt e-+(w)(-) B(s, W) x(s, w) ds. 
to 
Hence 
I x0, w) I1 < I eA(w)(t-to) I1 I 44~) II 
where 
+ j:, 1 eA(w)(t-s) II I % w) II I 4s, ~1 II & 
1 A I1 = i 1 aii I if A = 11 aij 11 , i, j = 1, 2 ,... n. 
i,j=l 
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Since A(w) is P-stable, there exist K > 0, 01 > 0, and S C E with P(S) = 1, 
such that 
1 e-4b)(t-to) 1 < K e-“‘t-tO’ for all tat,, WES. 
Hence 
1 x(t, w) II < Kle-d(t-to) exp 
In the Appendix, we show that j bii(t, w)l is a measurable, strictly stationary, 
and metrically transitive process. 
According to the ergodic theorem for stationary processes [5j we have 
with probability 1 
I W, w) I ds = WI MO, w) I). (3) 
Thus, we have with probability 1 
We have 
$&,’ I B(s, QJ) Ii ds = WI W, w) I,). 0 0 to 
I x(6 w) I1 B Kl exp I- 4 - to) + fG(t - to) M(l W, w) Id 
+ w - to) [A0 I:, I B(s, w) 11 ds - WI fW, a) A)]\ I XO@J) 11. 
If M(l B(0, w)lr) < a/2K, , then we have 
x exp IK,(t - to> [& It to 
I Jqs, m) II ds - WI WI w) II)]/ I x0(w) II * 
It results from (3) that there is D C S such that P(D) = 1 and for every 
w E D there is T(w) with 
for all t 2 to + T(w). Hence 
1 x(t, w)ll < Kl e-(a14)(*-to) 1 xo(w)l~; 
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hence 
) x(t, w)] < K, e-(a14)(t-to) 1 xo(w)l 
for all w E D and t > t, + T(w), and the theorem is proved. 
The idea of the proof of the Theorem 5 is due to Kozin [3], who proved it 
in the case where the matrix A(w) is deterministic and x0(w) = constant. 
In addition, we have justified Eq. (3). 
APPENDIX 
The process f,(t, w) is measurable [2], [5] if the map f1 : R x E + R is 
measurable (in the space R x E). The process tr(t, W) is strictly stationary 
[5] if 
for all t E R, I’, ,..., I’, Bore1 sets on R and tr ,..., t, reals. Let Ut, be the 
u-algebra generated by the cylinder sets A: 
Let 
ai!?={i~~,~=x(t),x:R-+R}. 
Let 0 be the u-algebra generated by the sets 
and let 
We have that [5l 
u,, = {Ay’A, AE U}. 
Let, for every t E R, 
s, :S-+E, S&.3 = X(T + t) if G = X(T). 
We have that [q if A E U then &A E 0. 
For every A E U(, and t E R we define: &l(A) = A;‘(StA), where 
A = A;‘A: The set &l(A) is not uniquely determined by A, but it may be 
proved [5J that if A, = &l(A) and A, = &l(A) then A, N A,; that is, 
f’(A, A A,) = 0, A, A A, = (A, - A,) u (A, - 4. (4) 
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It is proved also that for every t we have 
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(5) 
S,1(CA) N CS,1(A). 
A set A E UC, is said to be invariant if for every t we have St(A) N A. 
The process [r( t, w ) is metrically transitive if every invariant set of probability 
1 or zero. 
PROPOSITION. If f : R + R, is measurable and if fl(t, W) is a measurable 
strictly stationary, and metrically transitive process, then the process 
Ez(t* w) = f (51k w)) is measurable, strictly stationary, and metrically transitive. 
Proof. Since f is measurable it follows that f2(t, W) is measurable. 
We have 
WJ, 1&l + t, w) E r1 ,***, 6&n + t, m> E rn1 
= p&J, Wl + t, w> Ef -l(rl),..., &(tn + 4 w) Ef -V,)> 
= WJ, e&l , w) Ef -l(rl),.**, 51(t, , w) E r?J 
= p&J, &(t, , w) E r1 Y-.*3 5&n , w) E ml; 
that is, f2(t, w) is strictly stationary. Let UE, be the u-algebra corresponding 
to the process [a and let the transformations /ls and St2 correspond to the 
process ea . Since any cylinder set relative to the process ta is a cylinder set 
relative to the process ei , we have Ur, C lJ[, . We shall prove that for every 
A E lJ[, we have St(A) N St(A). 
Let F = {A, A E UE, , St(A) N SF(A) for all t E R}. F contains the 
cylinder sets relative to the processes 5, . Indeed, let 
A = h t&l, w) E r, ,...> f&n , w) E ml. 
We have A = A&!‘) where a = (6, x(tl) E Pi ,..., x(&J E F,}; hence 
@(A) = @($A). But 
S,(A) = {is, x(t, - t) E I-1 ,...) x(tn - t) E r,} 
and 
= {w, 5&l - t, w) Ef -l(rl), ***I &(&a - t, w) E r,> = q-Q, 
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where 
Hence 
Al = (63, x(t, - t) Ef-yrl), **., x(tn - t) Ef-ym)}. 
where 
A,l(S,A) = A, $4,) = A;‘(StA2) 
4 = G, 4t1) ~f-Y~1),.-, x(L) Ef-Vn)>. 
On the other hand A = A;‘Aa and hence 
S;(A) = @(&1T,). 
Considering Eq. (4), it results that S,I(A) N St(A) and therefore contains 
the cylinder sets corresponding to the process [a(t, w). We shall prove that 
F is a a-algebra. 
Let A, EF. We have S,I(A,) - S,2(A,). 
Taking Eq. (5) into account, we have 
St1 @A,) - ,ijl S,I(A,) - c WAnI - S,2 (5 An) . 
n-1 %==l 
Let A EF. We have Sl(CA) N C(S$(A)) - CS,2(A) - @(CA). Since 
F is a u-algebra and contains the cylinder sets from UC, it results that 
F = Ur,; thus for every A E Ut, we have 
SW) - StYA) for all 2 E R. 
Let A, A E lJf, be an invariant set (related to the process 5s); that is 
S:(A) N A. Then S,‘(A) - A for all t E R. Hence A is an invariant set 
related to the process [I and A is of probability 1 or zero. Thus [s(t, w) is a 
metrically transitive process. 
In the case of discrete processes, the proposition may be found in [2]. 
I f  B(t, w) = Ij b&, w)II, i,j = I,..., n is a measurable, strictly stationary, 
metrically transitive stochastic process, then, by the above proposition, it 
follows that 1 &(t, w)/ is a measurable, strictly stationary, and metrically 
transitive process. 
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